
DEFINITION OF HERITAGE IN EVERYDAY USE ESSAY

The Meaning of Heritage in Alice Walker's Everyday Use Alice Walker's "Everyday Use," is a story about a poor,
African-American family and a conflict about the word "heritage." In this short story, the word "heritage" has two
meanings. One meaning for the word "heritage" represents.

Overall, Walker seems to criticize this imagined, distant view of heritage. Dee storms out of the house without
saying a proper goodbye to Maggie or Mama just because Mama refused to give her the family quilts that
were already rightfully reserved for Maggie. Her attempt to photograph her mother and sister in front of their
house can be seen as a desire to create a record of how far she has distanced herself from black poverty.
Heritage can be defined as a property that is inherited; a birthright; or traditions, and values passed down other
generations of family members. It is not as pleasing as a colorful African heritage that can be fabricated, like a
quilt, from bits and pieces that one finds attractive. These personality traits, along with her style of dress and
speech, establish her identity as a symbol of the Black Power movement. Johnson and Maggie, right away the
readers see the differences in the family by how they talk, act, and dress. In the story, African heritage and
knowledge takes a major role. Mama admits that Dee was a mistaken child and falls more kin to Maggie. The
old ways and the new ways. Walker is arguing that the responsibility for defining African-American heritage
should not be left to the Black Power movement. For example animals, Lions are known to be symbolized as
strength, aggression, and assertiveness. Many often misrepresent it, especially the younger generations who
just accept its presence. That is the way my Maggie walks. One of her daughter, Maggie, is shy and jealous of
her sister Dee and thought her sister had it easy with her life. Symbolism such as certain objects, their front
yard, and the different characters, are all used to represent the main theme that heritage is something to always
be proud of One theme is the old ways vs. This gave her a strong fighting attitude, which allowed her to make
positive changes in an extremely racist society. It allows him to acknowledge his contempt for whites, which
is all he believes the group is about. Heritage takes on mixed meanings for different people as a consequence
of life experiences and belief systems. It is obvious that Walker believes that a person's heritage should be a
living, dynamic part of the culture from which it arose and not a frozen timepiece only to be observed from a
distance. Pressed us to her with the serious way she read, to shove us away at just the moment, like dimwits,
we seemed about to understand. By comparing him to the Muslims down the road, Walker is implying that
Hakim-a-barber is more interested in professing the ideology of the Black Muslims than he is in the hard work
of implementing their ideas. One meaning for the word "heritage" represents family items, thoughts, and
traditions passed down through the years. She is an educated woman who now lives in the city, visiting from
college. Maggie, who is not bright and who bears severe burn scars from a house fire many years before, is
even more intimidated by her glamorous sibling She stood there with her scarred hands hidden in the folds of
her skirt. When Dee returns to her home as an adult, she attempts to make her immediate past as distant and
imaginary as this African one. As David Cowart explains: She wants to make the lid of the butter churn into a
centerpiece for her table. Maggie still lives the lifestyle of her ancestors; she deserves the right of the quilts.
The narrator, who is the mother, and the younger daughter, Maggie, are living together the old way, which is
the way they always have. Something such as a quilt that was hand made makes it special. However, her lack
of education and refinement does not prevent her from having an inherent understanding of heritage based on
her love and respect for those who came before her. They aren't just parts of cloth put together to make a
blanket. Johnson and her younger daughter Maggie await a visit from Dee, the elder daughter, who early on
left home to attend college in Augusta. Mama is the narrator who is in the middle of both of the sisters. The
quilts were actually made by Grandma Dee, Big Dee, and Mama, and included scraps of clothing that
belonged to both of her grandparents, as well as her great-grandparents and her great-great grandfather  On a
deeper side, Alice Walker looks for the concept of heritage and its norms as it applies to African-Americans.
She was determined to stare down any disaster in her efforts. Walker was born in , the daughter of poor
southern sharecroppers in Georgia. These subjects are being addressed through the characterization of each
character. They would prefer that she remain inconspicuously in the corner.


